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Abstract

Digital marketing has become a new way to exchange things, starting from information to selling things. Universitas Negeri Medan (UNIMED) as one of the educational university tries to engage to this digital world. Since the current facility of multimedia laboratory based on Computer Assisted Language learning (CALL), the implementation of e-learning has been developed. Through English for Specific Purposes (ESP), the students learn further on e-world. The aim of this research is to find out the students’ ability in writing an advertisement using social media. This research used a development research approach (R & D) that adopts a model developed by Borg & Gall and the questionnaires were analyzed by Linkert Scale formula. The research activities were in the second semester consist of 30 English literature students carried out pre- and post-test, expert validation, and final product. The result shown: 1) social media like Instagram can be developed as the writing material; 2) students’ ability in writing using social media can be implemented in e-marketing to design an advertisement. Furthermore, it’s suggested to do more research on digital marketing to offer a wider opportunities to students in deciding the best job in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

English Literature program of UNIMED prepare the students to be ready in the digital world. Through ESP, students learn how to be other profession than teachers. They study how to be a banker, a secretary, reporter, and others in the field work practice (PKL). The latest program of ESP is the online marketing. Literature students have been taught how to design an advertisement in e-marketing in order to be part of the bussiness world, so they don’t have to come to work places, worried about the working hours. They can be the one who design or even sell anything by learning how to write the advertisement in the on line marketing. The current option is to get bigger opportunity to achieve massive income after graduating.

This activity is one of the solutions in facing the industrial revolution by building the right scaffolding to these learners as President Jokowi stated in a seminar “The Future of Global Higher Education” at Batavia Tower Jakarta (CNN Indonesia.com. retrieved Dec 08, 2018). Welcoming the industrial revolution of 4. 0, The Indonesia President, Joko Widodo, initiate and launch the program called “ Making Indonesia 4.0”, The goverment commit to embrace the industrial
revolution future, so the educational system should be reformed and repaired. Teachers should able to design the materials, method and accommodate themselves with technology. The word KKN (Corruption, Collusion and Nepotism) had been reformed into (Communication, Collaboration and Networking).

To own the e-marketing, the learners should understand some factors that make one advertisement well recognized. First, social media, according to King and Sen, 2013; many aspects of human lives affected by the social activities, so there’s no wonder that it can be also applied to education and learning. The integration of social media may open a new thing to engage the teaching and learning process. (Zepke and Leach, 2010). Social media that most frequently used by the literature students of UNIMED is Instagram (Ig), Facebook (FB) and Whatsapps (WA). They used FB to announce anything that related to their topic in class, WA is an application to discuss and chat of a material and the content of Ig is the example and material to write. So, learners can study how to design an advertisement via Ig.

Further, branding. Alvarez and Fournier, 2016; Kumar and Gupta, 2016; Lamberton and Stephen, 2016 stated one of the most important thing in marketing to connect with the customers on digital world is branding. Various brands that offered to the users of social media affect the competition in digital platform, which becomes a good way for English literature students program of UNIMED to learn. They can see which product has a better brand that attract the students to purchase it. Students can learn the factors that cause social media users interest in checking certain product whether the price and tagline has intimate connection with the users, and easy access to buy or others.

Last is content. Students need to learn how to create an attractive, eye catching and colourful product with the chosen phrase to highlight the advantages of a brand. Students are not only expected to write a word but also they have to understand the marketing need. What the customers expect, the customers level etc. Their ability in writing the advertisement will be influenced by some psychological situations, from in and outside the students; competences, knowledge, method also part of them.

From the preliminary data, it’s shown that students’ ability in designing an advertisement to certain product were still low due to some factors. One of them was the use of conventional material which has nothing to do with the current social lives of the students, for instances the themes that had been used as the example were still discussing about an old brands that the students didn’t recognized.

Based on the previous data, the writer tries to answer the research questions; (1) Does social media like Instagram can be developed as the writing material?; 2) Do students’ ability in writing using social media can be implemented in e-marketing to design an advertisement?.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The theorical underpinnings of the implementation of social media to develop students’ writing in digital marketing had been proposed by (Kannan and Li 2017; Lamberton and Stephen 2016), “online business” in this digital era. They stated that it’s a challenging for academic researchers to study more on the important matter of online business.

Businessdictionary.com, 2018 defines digital marketing as a way to promote products or brands through more than one electronic media, for instance advertisement, Internet, social media and electronic billboards, also digital and television and radio channels. There are many ways to stimulate students in developing their ideas in designing ads, one of them by reading the social media like Instagram. The various templates of social media not only the perfect material for writing classes but also a good way to shape the students’ business skill.

Advertisement is a notice or announcement in a public medium to promote a product, service, or event or publish a job vacancy (Oxforddictionaries.com, 2019). The use of advertisement can help students to develop their competences. Creating the perfect ads for certain brand can improve not only the language skills of a learner, especially writing skill but also develops the students’ confidence in pursuing the digital marketing career. Further, Tsou, Wang and Li, 2002 stated that learners can own many benefits through technology, like electronic media to improve their writing skill; (1) it can develop students
creativity, analysis, and producing an idea in an easy and effective way in communication, (2) improve collaboration skills between friends and teachers by exchange knowledge via email and sharing files, (3) learners’ motivation will build, (4) an effective tool to obtain the human information (Ware and Warschauer as cited in Tsou, 2008). Technology is needed to develop the learning material of all topics.

The material development had been proposed by Tomlinson (2012); a text book, a workbook, a cassette, a CD-ROM, a video, a photocopied handout, a newspaper, a paragraph written on a whiteboard; or anything that can be presented or informed about the language called materials. Further it can be adopted, developed, or adapted, or some combination of the three (Brown, 1995) but the development of the materials should consider approaches and syllabuses. Finally, Yallden (1987) defines syllabus as a “summary of the content to which learners will be exposed”.

The learners who have been exposed with the social media as the materials have the different result than they who haven’t got the social media text. It proved that the development of teaching material involving not only the syllabus but also the students’ need, as Tomlinson (2001: 66) Materials development is both a field of study and a practical undertaking. The development of materials is still need in order to improving students’ skills and competences.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

The research applied the Research & development approach (R & D) that adopted a model developed by Bough&Gall, 1983:775. There are ten stages in doing this research, start from research and information gathering to implementation with a combination of qualitative and quantitative research using questionnaire using Likert-scale. There are four aspects of questionnaire; appropriateness, language appropriateness, present appropriateness, and layout appropriateness (*Badan Standar Nasional Pendidikan*).

Further Sumadinata (2010) stated, if we followed all the stages, it will produce the perfect product.

**Figure 1:** Borg & Gall, 1983:775.

The population of the research is the second semester English literature program of UNIMED, consist of 30 male and female students with various social, economic and language skills competences. The investigation held for one semestre during the process of ESP, reading and writing classes.

The aim of the method is to identify whether social media can be applied as the material in English for Digital Marketing material and students’ writing ability using social media can be implemented in e-marketing to design an advertisement.
3.1 Designing English for Digital Marketing Material

The first procedure in designing the ESP of digital marketing material was administering the needs analysis. The appropriate English writing material was based on social media like Ig, FB and WA. The writing material was taken from Ig of local or abroad product. Next, as the instruments of the data, the writer selected the material of the assessment limited only to the used of FB, Ig and WA application. Some famous brands that students familiar with like Nike, Brodo or Djoger used as the example of how to design a good and attractive advertisement. Here the example of the text used as the assessment of the students.


The design of students’ advertisements developed into some skills. For reading skills, learners can do the reading aloud activity to understand the message of each brand and makeself correction while reading it. Others member of the group can underline the difficult words in order to compose new idea to be developed in creating new ads. For writing skills, students can choose new diction in group, set the lay out, fit the colour and compose a certain theme adequated with the marketing target of a brand. This assessment’s goal is to give a chance to students’ creativity to be developed regardless their grammatical competences. It’s crucial process as the first step for a beginner to meet they ability in improving their writing skill. The revision had been made after the writer get the result of test1by the experts. Two lecturers who are senior in matter of writing assessment had been point out to make the revision.

3.2 Validating New Materials by Expert

The next procedure was evaluation. After the first draft of the materials was developed, the validators evaluated the results to validate whether the tests had been appropriate or not. The evaluation consisted of questionnaires and interviews from students and lecturers. The validators demanded to input more brands from local product since Indonesia has many good and famous local brands that had been known around the world.

3.3 Revising New Materials Based on Experts’ Suggestions

After the first revision, the digital marketing materials had been added more examples of the local brands that the students familiar with and needed to discuss to make a review before they designed their own ads. The purpose of this procedure is to get the appropriate English for Digital Marketing materials to the students need of academic years 2017/2018 who’re still beginner learners. They’re still learning the simple word with the simple meaning, therefore it’s suggested at the end of each topic, the lecturer put the glossary consist of the new terms or difficult words that the students can learn. Next, students were asked to design their own ads for certain brand as their final project.
3.3 Revised-Developing New Materials (Final Product)

The writer added some new developed Digital Marketing materials that adequadted to the students’ need. There were some local brands advertisements as the material of English for Digital Marketing. There were two assessment distributed to the students. The first was preliminary test that consisted of the advertisement from the hand out and the example was not taken from the social media. Its no relation with the student life and unfamiliar to the students world, an conventional advertisement. The second test was selected from FB and Ig that related and familiar to the students like the ads of Nike, Djoger, etc. to assess the students’ results by implementing the writing score of British Council.

4. ANALYSIS

The preliminary data shown that most students want to be part of digital marketing expertise with some reasons;

**Table1: The important of digital marketing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>As an English literature students, why do you need to study on line marketing?</th>
<th>Academic purposes</th>
<th>Job offer</th>
<th>Job offer %</th>
<th>Job offer</th>
<th>Millenial Era</th>
<th>Millenial Era %</th>
<th>No purpose</th>
<th>No purpose %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What kinds of digital marketing that you are familiar with?</th>
<th>tokopedia</th>
<th>lazada</th>
<th>lazada %</th>
<th>lazada</th>
<th>bukalapak</th>
<th>bukalapak %</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Others %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Would you consider to be a part of digital marketing expertise?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Hesitate</th>
<th>Yes %</th>
<th>No %</th>
<th>Hesitate %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Its shown that students consider online marketing as one opportunity to get revenue, 60% of the students believe that by owning online marketing will open an access to be a digital marketing expertise.  
Further, the result shown lazada and tokopedia were still the most familiar tenants among students with the average 33% of users. This investigation made to find out the kind of online marketing that students most frequent accessed and purchased, and to see possibility in designing advertisement to one of both the well known local tenants (tokopedia and lazada). The next procedure was to find out what kind of application students used as a media to do online marketing. The application only classify into 4 types (Ig, FB, WA and Line). It was made from the previous investigation related to the most common applications used among students. (Natsir & Suswati, 2018). The following data shown as below;

**Table2: The most frequently used as media of digital marketing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What type of applications mostly used as media of line marketing?</th>
<th>Ig</th>
<th>FB</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Ig %</th>
<th>FB %</th>
<th>WA %</th>
<th>Line %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data revealed that the most familiar application among students to do the digital marketing was Instagram. Almost 40 % of the students choose Ig as a media to do on line marketing. They purchased many things through social media frequently. The use of social media like Instagram can be implemented into the material of English for Digital Marketing as a way to welcoming the Industrial Revolution 4.0 as President Jowoki initiated.
5. RESULT

The investigation of this study have some result; (1) social media like Instagram can be developed as the writing material,(2) students’ ability in writing using social media can be implemented in e-marketing to design an advertisement. The preliminary data shown that most students have had familiar with social media and have became part of their lives not only as a way to do the communication but also as a part of their study, their commercial lives of buying and selling anything and other purposes. They also digged the information about their homework from social media. That’s why the writer planned to design English material for Digital Marketing using social media as the content.

The results indicates that most students used digital platform all the times, some as a way to join a community, others more smart in using it as a way to get revenue. The students’ perception indicated that 60% of the themthought of digital marketing as a new opportunity and 73% confirmed that they will be part of online marketing expertise.

The rest of the data shown some students have acted as a purchaser, few of them have already being a seller and involved with the customers through social media. Instagram was the most frequent used as a media of digital marketing with 40% of the students always check new product through Instagram. They most common tenants of digital marketing were bukalapak and tokopedia with the same percentage of 33%.

The validation of the experts recommended that the field work practice (PKL) activity had to consider the digital marketing as the current program of English literature department, since this online marketing had become one of program that had been the launched and initiated by the government as a part of the Industrial Revolution 4.0. Surely, it’s also prosperous career for the learners.

6. CONCLUSION

The conclusion of the investigation The Implementation of Social Media To Develop Students’ Writing Skill On Digital Marketing, it is assumed that social media can be implemented as the material of English for Digital Marketing. Social media like Instagram, FB and WA can be taken as a source of writing class in designing an advertisement to certain brand as part of digital marketing expertise.

According to Indonesia President, Jokowi; digital marketing is a way to anticipating the marketing industry around the world. The old term KKN (Corruption, Collusion and Nepotism) should be revised into new term (Communication, Collaboration and Networking) to reform the Indonesia Marketing. The purposes of digital world should expanded from the amusement purposes into the revenue purposes. Further investigation will be needed to get the complete data on the implementation of digital marketing for educational purposes or other interests.
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